
 

ADDRESS BY MR. FRANCIS WANGUSI,  ACTING DIRECTOR 

GENERAL, COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION OF KENYA (CCK), 

DURING AN UPDATE ON THE   DIGITAL MIGRATION AT THE 

STAKEHOLDERS’ BREAKFAST ON 11
TH

 APRIL 2012 AT HOTEL 

INTERCONTINENTAL, NAIROBI 

 

Our Chief Guest, Dr. Bitange Ndemo, PS, Ministry of Information and 

Communications,  

Members of the Digital Transition Committee, 

Mr. Waithaka Waihenya, MD, KBC, 

Mr. Michael Wu, MD, Pan African Network,  

Broadcasters present here, 

Suppliers and vendors of digital TV equipment,  

Members of Management from CCK, 

Department Heads from the Ministry of Information and Communication  

Members of the media fraternity, 

Invited guests, 

Ladies & Gentlemen, 

  

I am delighted to join you here today at this forum as we endeavour to share the 

developments in the industry and equally apprise one another on the milestones we 

have achieved in the digital migration process.  It is indeed a pleasure to see all of 

you and note the commitment that stakeholders have in ensuring that Kenyans 

move from analogue to digital television broadcasting sooner.  As one of the 

players in the process, CCK would like to assure you of our continued contribution 

and effort in enhancing the migration process. 

It is quite gratifying to note the presence of many stakeholders led by the PS who 

you very well know, chairs the Digital Television Committee, broadcast signal 

distributors, broadcasters, importers, distributers and retailers of digital-receiving 

equipment, the media, among others.   It is important that we pool our efforts 

together and chart out how we can collectively create a smooth and successful 



migration from analogue to digital TV broadcasting in Kenya. This is a joint 

responsibility and we should therefore each see ourselves as a cog in the wheel 

with vital contribution to the process.   

 

Digital migration remains a priority to the Commission, with this equally being a 

key undertaking for the government.  In this same vein, we will continue to 

manage the scarce broadcasting frequency spectrum responsibly through the 

frequency planning, licensing and type approval mandate that is bestowed on us.  

Let me pause here to point out that it is critical to have compliant set top boxes 

and/or digital receiving equipment in the country.  You will agree with me that if 

we want consumers to receive the digital signal comfortably, the sets they buy 

should be type approved.  This not only safeguards them from unscrupulous traders 

but it also provides the assurance of interoperability of the set top boxes within the 

established standards and on the available transmission platforms.  

 

We wish acknowledge the progress made by the licensed signal distributors. The 

introduction of the DVB-T2 signal in Kenya is a commendable development from 

SIGNET and we wish to urge for additional effort to ensure the signal is deployed 

to other parts of the country.   We are also glad to note the progress that is being 

made by Pan African Network, the second signal distributor, in the deployment of 

their network.  As a regulator we believe that the competition introduced in this 

market segment will go a long way in improving quality, offering choice to content 

providers and equally maintain higher service standards. We are constantly holding 

consultations with the two signal distributors to ensure that they meet the 

expectations as required. It is gratifying to note that in the coming few months, the 

second broadcast signal distributor will also be launching their services in the 

country. 

 

On the other hand, with the ripe business opportunities in the broadcasting market, 

the Commission is also on hand to provide speedy type approval services.  Firms 

interested in importing these compliant set top boxes may obtain the specifications 

from the Commission’s website or offices. Apart from making the process of 

registering set top box vendors, dealers and suppliers much simpler, the 

Commission is also committed to ensuring that type approval process for set top 

boxes is fast-tracked so as to facilitate timely availability of compliant DVB-T2 set 



top boxes in the local market.  From the enquiries we get at the Digital Secretariat 

offices, we can only sense that consumers are eager to start experiencing the 

awaiting benefits of digital migration. 

We need not reiterate that retailers will be the main interface to consumers.  It is 

therefore quite important that we all work to ensure the gadgets in the market 

adhere to the minimum standards and ultimately minimize consumer complaints or 

dissatisfaction that may bring resistance to the expected migration to digital 

broadcasting.  The success of migration will be defined by the consumer who is 

able to effectively use the set top box and also maximize the benefits from digital 

television.  

 

The enormity of the process calls for more education of all stakeholders.  There is 

a great need to raise awareness and disseminate information that will enable 

consumers to maximize the value that arises from migration from analogue to 

digital broadcasting. This is also aligned to our mandate to ensure that consumers 

are protected.   The Commission will therefore join hands with the Ministry of 

Information and Communications and other stakeholders in carrying out consumer 

awareness and education to sensitize the consumers about the migration process in 

order to promote the uptake of this service ahead of the switch off deadline.   

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I believe this breakfast forum is a good platform for all 

stakeholders to seek understanding of the specific roles and responsibilities we all 

have to play in this process. Kenyans are waiting to enjoy higher efficiency in 

utilisation of the scarce broadcasting frequency resource, better picture quality, and 

clearer sound, more TV broadcasting stations, more choice, and more interactivity 

that comes with digital broadcasting.  

 

Finally Ladies and gentlemen, the migration process is by and large a collaborative 

process. No entity can work on its own. As stakeholders you all have a critical role. 

Recently, the Commission released a study on Broadcasting Competition.  We 

hope that with much more factual information, we shall facilitate evidence based 

decisions that will move this industry forward.  As we anticipate the market 

changes in broadcasting, you will agree with me that it is important to have a fairly 

good understanding of the market and also develop intervention mechanisms 



where necessary.  CCK will therefore remain responsive to the market 

advancement and needs, in order to foster a healthy environment for all operators.   

 

Allow me to now introduce the PS, MoIC, Dr. Bitange Ndemo to address us. 

 

  

Thank you for your attention. 

 


